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A Novel Linelet-Based Representation
for Line Segment Detection
Nam-Gyu Cho , Alan Yuille, Fellow, IEEE, and Seong-Whan Lee , Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—This paper proposes a method for line segment detection in digital images. We propose a novel linelet-based representation
to model intrinsic properties of line segments in rasterized image space. Based on this, line segment detection, validation, and
aggregation frameworks are constructed. For a numerical evaluation on real images, we propose a new benchmark dataset of real
images with annotated lines called YorkUrban-LineSegment. The results show that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art
methods numerically and visually. To our best knowledge, this is the first report of numerical evaluation of line segment detection on real
images.
Index Terms—Intrinsic properties of digital line, probabilistic line segment representation, line segment validation, image edge detection
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1

INTRODUCTION

A

line segment in a digital image consists of a set of
connected pixels which are located on the boundary
of geometric, mostly man-made, objects such as buildings,
boxes, and roads. It can be detected from both straight lines
and straight edges. Line segment detection has been studied
for several decades in computer vision and plays an important role for other visual tasks, such as segmentation [1], [2],
object detection [3], [4], vanishing point estimation [5], [6],
[7], and perceptual organization [8], [9].
A line segment is the result of digitizing the intensity of a
line in the real world. At first glance, it is merely a set of connected pixels. However, when we look in more details, there
are several intrinsic properties (Fig. 1) that previous methods have not fully exploited, e.g., stair-wise shape.
The Hough transform (HT) [10], one of the most well
known edge-based methods, takes an edge map, then
searches for possible line configurations by voting on each
edge pixel’s contribution. As a final step, line segments are
produced by cutting a line using thresholds. Generally, it
works well on a lattice structure. However, its voting process generates false positives on complicated regions having
dense edge responses, such as a tree. Additionally, it fails
to detect from regions having small gradient magnitudes,
thus no or small edge response, such as a facade. There
have been several approaches to improve drawbacks
of HT: The progressive probabilistic Hough transform
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(PPHT) for false positive control [11], orthogonal image
scanning [12] and an analysis in Radon space [13] for a
better accuracy, and connectivity enforcement to connect
separated small line segments [14]. However, performance is still not fully satisfactory (see Fig. 2).
In contrast to edge-based methods, Burn et al. [15] proposed a method which detects line segments locally using
gradient orientation values. Later, Grompone von Gioi et al.
[16] proposed a fast Line Segment Detector (LSD) which further improved [15]. In LSD, a line segment is detected as an
estimate from a line-support region, where pixels within that
region have similar gradient orientation value, if it passed a
meaningful alignment criterion test, the Helmholtz principle
[17]. This principle allows a method to control false positive
theoretically without requiring parameter tuning for a group
of images. More generally, it can be adopted to a large
range of detection applications where the detection can
be described in terms of the alignment of primitives,
such as pixels in LSD. It was demonstrated that LSD performs better than edge-based methods. However, its estimation process does not guarantee accurate results when
line-support regions consist of pixels having similar gradient magnitude, or the Helmholtz principle rejects true
positives, target lines in an image, in complex regions
(see Fig. 2). Recently, an Edge Drawing Line segments
detection (EDLines) method [18] was proposed to speed
up LSD by altering the gradient orientation to the edge.
However, according to our evaluation on a benchmark
dataset, its performance is worse than LSD.
More recently, Liu et al. [19] proposed a Line Segment
Perception (LSP) framework motivated by a biological visual
cortex. In this framework, given a gray-value input image,
orientation information is processed in a feed-forward manner, from simple cells to complex cells, then finally to hypercomplex cells. Since the goal is to perceive line segments its
detection results are not precise though it is demonstrated
that LSP method is robust to noises and clutters.
All these methods are typically evaluated simply by
visualization, which is a non-quantitative evaluation; their
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Fig. 1. Illustration of how a line segment is represented in a digital image.
At first glance, it is merely a set of connected pixels (a). However, when
we look in more details, there are several intrinsic properties such as a
stair-like shape of horizontal chunks (b), gradient magnitude pattern (c),
and gradient orientation pattern (d) (see Section 2.2 for more details).
Note that subfigures (b), (c), and (d) are magnified from the green rectangle of (a) (best seen in color).

purpose is to demonstrate how methods detect line segments in complex situations [11], [16], [20]. There have been
only a few attempts on numerical evaluation, such as evaluation on synthesized line images by varying noise [21].
However, this is not satisfactory since synthesized images
cannot cover all the possible challenging real world situations, such as varying illumination, occlusion, etc. One of
the most difficult problems for numerical evaluation is
annotating line segments in an image accurately. This
requires great efforts because sometimes lines are not
clearly visible due to occlusions or blur effects, and usually,
for an urban image, it is likely that several hundreds of lines
exist and need to be labeled.
To summarize, i) the performance of previous methods is
not fully satisfactory since they do not consider some intrinsic properties of line segments in digital image (Fig. 1); taking Fig. 2 for example, edge-based methods (HT and PPHT)
generate a number of false positives on the tree which has a
complex edge response. They also fail to detect lines on
some regions such as the facade where edge response is not
significant. This is mainly due to a lack of a proper representation of a line, the gradient orientation value similarity of
pixels around a line segment as LSD approach tried, which
leads to the failure of identifying false positives. In the
meanwhile, local gradient-based methods (LSD and
EDLines) successfully reject false positives on the tree by
exploiting the Helmholtz principle for a validation strategy.
However, this principle also leads to rejecting some true
positives on the facade where pixels violate the principle.
These limitations motivated us to study the intrinsic properties of straight lines (see Section 2.1 analyzing previous
method in terms of the intrinsic properties). ii) Also, only
using visual evaluation, it is difficult to judge whether a
method performs well.
To overcome the first problem, we analyze the intrinsic
properties of line segments (Fig. 1) and present a novel linelet-based line segment representation where a linelet is
defined as a set of connected pixels either horizontally or
vertically, as a result of digitization. This representation
models the intrinsic properties by an undirected graph. It
also enables us to build not only a probabilistic validation
framework to determine how likely a detection is true
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Fig. 2. Line segment detection comparison on a challenging situation
where a facade and tree exist together. Edge-based methods (HT and
PPHT) generate a number of false positives on the tree which has a
complex edge response. They also fail to detect lines on the facade
where edge response is not significant. In the meanwhile, local gradientbased methods (LSD and EDLines) successfully reject false positives on
the tree by exploiting the Helmholtz principle for a validation strategy,
which also leads to rejecting true positives on the facade. The proposed
method (Linelet), however, gives a better result compared to others; it
detects most of lines on the facade and only a few number of false positives on the tree.

positive but also an aggregation framework to connect two
line segments having similar intrinsic properties. Based on
this, a novel line segment detection framework is presented.
To conduct a numerical evaluation, as a benchmark, we constructed the YorkUrban-LineSegment dataset by annotating
102 urban images of the YorkUrban dataset [22]. This was a
big effect which took several months of work.
The contribution of the proposed method is two-fold: i)
the proposed method exploits the intrinsic properties of line
segment in image that previous methods have not fully
exploited. This enables the proposed method to detect line
segments accurately with allowing only a few false positives
compared to others. ii) We construct a new line segment
dataset and evaluate the proposed method and compare it
with other methods on the new dataset. To our best knowledge, this is the first report of numerical evaluation of line
segment detection on real images.

1.1 Overview of the Proposed Method
Fig. 3 shows the pipeline of the proposed method. First, the
intensity (gray scale), gradient magnitude, and gradient orientation are obtained from an input image (Preprocessing).
Then, the gradient magnitude is suppressed either horizontally or vertically such that resulting image only contains a
set of pixels which of each has the maximum value among
its neighbors (Non-maximal suppression). Linelets are
detected by connecting pixels horizontally (LineletsHor ) or
vertically (LineletsVer ) from the non-maximal suppressed
gradient magnitudes (Linelet detection). Next, closely located
linelets are grouped using their properties (Grouping). Then,
the angle of each line segment is estimated using a probabilistic model for lines (Estimation). Detected line segments
are validated to judge whether they are from true line segments using a model which uses cues from the gradient
magnitude and orientation (Validation). Finally, an aggregation process is conducted to further improve the results by
connecting line segments that are likely to come from the
same line in the image (Aggregation).
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed framework. First, linelets are detected horizontally and vertically (Section 4.1). Next, neighboring linelets are
grouped using their properties (Section 2.2). The angle is estimated using a probabilistic model for lines (Section 4.2), then detections are validated
to judge whether they are true positives, target lines in the image, using a model which uses cues from the gradient magnitude and orientation (Section 3). Finally, an aggregation process is conducted to further improve the results by connecting line segments that are likely from the same line segment (Section 4.3) (best seen in color).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
establishes the fundamentals of the proposed method by
beginning with the analysis of intrinsic properties of line
segments in terms of linelet, then describes the proposed
linelet-based line segment representation. Based on this,
Section 3 presents the validation process. Section 4 describes
the detection and aggregation frameworks that integrate all
components together. Section 5 introduces our new line segment dataset, Section 6 comments on the experimental
results, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

LINE SEGMENT REPRESENTATION USING
LINELETS

As a result of digitization, a line1 consists of a set of horizontal or vertical chunks of connected pixels, where the size of a
chunk is determined by the angle of the line. For example,
the slanted line in Fig. 1b consists of 3 chunks and each
chunk contains a set of pixels connected horizontally (more
example of lines are shown in Fig. 4). Moreover, each chunk
has some intrinsic properties, such as length similarity
between adjacent chunks (Fig. 1b), similar gradient magnitude values (Fig. 1c) and orientation values (Fig. 1c), that
characterize lines in images.
In this paper, to exploit these intrinsic properties, we
define a linelet as a set of pixels connected in one direction,
either horizontally or vertically, and use this as a basic unit
to represent lines. Thus, a line can be represented by an
undirected graph model where its nodes correspond to linelets and edge indicates the connection between adjacent
1. In this paper, we use line segment and line interchangeably.

linelets. The conditional distribution is calculated in terms
of potentials where the unary and pairwise potential functions capture intrinsic properties with regard to the angle.
The remainders of this section describe the definition of
linelet (Section 2.1), its properties (Section 2.2), and the
representation based on it (Section 2.3).

2.1 Line as a Set of Linelets
Motivated by the object boundary quantization representation [23], a line L in an image consists of a set of pixels
where their relationship is formulated as,
L ¼ fðxi ; yi Þjyi ¼ b tan ðuÞxi þ bcg;

(1)

where u is the angle between the line and x axis. b is the
intercept with the y axis, bc denotes the floor function,
which gives rise to the staircase shape (Fig. 1b), and both xi
and yi are greater than 0. In this paper, we will consider
lines with angle u 2 ½ p4 ; 3p
4 Þ in image plane. Additionally,
according to the angle u, lines are divided into two subsets:
horizontal lines for u 2 ½ p4 ; p4 Þ and vertical lines for u 2 ½p4 ; 3p
4Þ
(see Fig. 5); as a result, each subset of lines can be detected
separately. For example, vertical lines can be detected

Fig. 4. Illustration of four lines with different angle (slope). The lengths, of
connected pixels, are of size 6, 3, 2, and 1 respectively, according to the
angle (1).
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Fig. 5. Illustration of two subsets of lines considered in this paper. For
convenience of notation, we assume that the range of angle u in image
plane is from  p4 to 3p
4 . Additionally, according to the angle u, lines are
divided into two subsets: horizontal lines for u 2 ½ p4 ; p4 Þ and vertical lines
for u 2 ½p4 ; 3p
4 Þ.

exactly the same way that horizontal lines are detected after
rotating the image 90 degrees.
Regarding a linelet l, a line L is reformulated as,
n
o
L ¼ li ji ¼ 1 : M;  2 ðhor; verÞ ;

(2)

where M is the number of linelets. Note that a line L has
only one type of linelets, either lhor or lver . Each linelet is
defined as,
lhor ¼ fðxi ; yi Þjyi ¼ yj ; 8i; jg
lver ¼ fðxi ; yi Þjxi ¼ xj ; 8i; jg;

(3)

where pixels of each linelet have the same yi value for lhor
and same xi value for lver . Note that xi and yi follow (1).

2.2 Linelet Properties
Now we describe a linelet and its properties characterizing
lines in digital image. For convenience in explanation,
we will consider horizontal lines, i.e., lines with angle
u 2 ½ p4 ; p4 Þ (vertical lines case will be discussed together).
During digitization of a line in the real world, a loss of
information occurs due to noise or a resolution of vision
sensor [23]. As a result, lines in images have some properties, see Fig. 1, that we summarize as follows,
(i)

(ii)

The length of a linelet lenðlÞ is determined by the
angle u. lenðlÞ increases from 1 to the width (horizontal) of an image as juj decreases from p4 to 0. However,
in a real situation, the length is affected by noise. In
this paper, we use lenðlÞ to denote the length of a
~
linelet extracted from an image and lenðlðuÞÞ
to
denote the length of a linelet constituting a line with
~
the angle u in an ideal case. Note that lenðlðuÞÞ
can
vary for some u due to digitization (see Fig. 4c).
When li and lj are adjacent, the length difference is
small


lenðli Þ  lenðlj Þ  t len ;

(iii)

(4)

where t len denotes the linelet length difference
threshold to consider variations caused by the angle
u (see Fig. 4) and the noise.
Adjacent linelets li and lj (assuming that li is located at
the left side) from the same line satisfy the condition,
yðlj Þ  yðli Þ ¼ 1;

(5)
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where yðli Þ denotes the yi value of the linelet li . The
difference is equal to 1 for u 2 ð0; p4 Þ and 1 for
u 2 ½ p4 ; 0Þ.
(iv) A gradient magnitude discontinuity occurs across a
linelet (Fig. 1c). Thus, similar to edges in an image,
pixel intensity changes rapidly across lines, and this
is also represented as the local maximum of gradient
magnitude, perpendicular to the direction of the
edge, of an image.
(v) The gradient magnitude distribution of pixels along
a linelet has a characteristic pattern with regard to u.
The middle pixel of a linelet has the highest magnitude where the line in the real world goes through
the center of the middle pixel. The magnitude
decreases as the location of a pixel gets away from
the middle pixel and the decrease in size is determined by the angle u. Taking Fig. 1c for example, in
the linelet at the top (highlighted with dotted rectangle), the middle pixel has the highest magnitude,
around 100, and the decrease size is roughly 20 for
adjacent pixels. As a ratio, the decrease size is 0.2
20
), which equals to the slope of the line
(¼ 100
( tan ð11:3 Þ ¼ 0:2) roughly. Thus, we denote t mag ðuÞ
as the decreasing magnitude size in a ratio between
adjacent pixels of a linelet given u, and this is approximated as t mag ðuÞ  j tan ðuÞj.
(vi) Similar to (v), the gradient orientation distribution of
pixels along a linelet has a characteristic pattern with
regard to u. Overall, the direction is orthogonal to
the angle of the line with some deviation (see
Fig. 1d). Similar to (v), t ori ðuÞ denotes the gradient
orientation difference, in a ratio, between adjacent
pixels of a linelet given u, and is approximated as
t ori ðuÞ  j tan ðuÞj.
The first four are geometric properties and the last two
are gradient properties. Note that they are interrelated in
terms of u (since they are all the results of digitization). In
other words, in terms of frequency, the geometric properties
are of high frequency. They contain discriminative information since usually lines have strong edge (high frequency)
response. Thus, detecting line would become easy once
obtaining these properties are guaranteed. However, that is
not easy due to noise. In the meanwhile, the gradient properties are of low frequency. They are robust to noise and can
be used to construct a strong statistical pixel alignment
model, such as the Helmholtz principle [17], but not as discriminative as geometric properties.
The characteristic and limitation of previous approaches
can be understood with regard to these properties:
(a)

Hough transform methods [11], [24] use the edge
map of an image (iv), then vote on each edge pixel’s
contribution to a possible line configuration (i, ii,
and iii). When lines are located on a lattice structure
where the affect of noise becomes small, results are
precise since they directly work with edge pixels
where it is highly likely that a line is located. However, their voting scheme sometimes leads to inaccurate results; they generate false positives from
complex regions having dense edge response (see
Fig. 2) due to the lack of local representation of
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(b)

gradient properties (v and vi); Also, false negatives
are generated when an edge detector, such as Canny
[25], fails to capture edges due to its parameter setting for a certain group of image.
Gradient orientation-based methods [15], [16], [18],
in particular LSD [16], use line-support regions by
clustering pixels sharing similar orientation value
(vi). Each region is validated with the Helmholtz
principle [17] by checking whether the set of pixels
in the region satisfies the meaningful alignment
criterion. Then the angle of the line is estimated by
calculating the first inertia axis of the region by taking the gradient magnitude as the pixel’s mass
(iv and v). This method is theoretically because
no parameter setting is necessary through all these
processes and false positives are well controlled.
However, The preciseness of detection, how accurately detected lines are located on the lines in
images, is dependent on the distribution of gradient
orientation near a line. For example, when a line is
located on a region which consists of pixels having
similar gradient magnitude, its center and angle
estimates tend to have a small error. We observed
that this is due to the lack of discriminative component such as edges that HT methods exploited (i, ii,
and iii). Additionally, the Helmholtz principle
rejects not only false positives but also true positives that are usually located on complex regions
such as a facade (see Fig. 2).

1199

Fig. 6. Illustration of the graphical model (b) and its probability distribution (c) of the detected line segment (a).

2.3 Graphical Model for Lines
We now develop an undirected graphical model for lines.
We use this in our pipeline for estimating the angle of a line,
and aggregating adjacent line segments of similar properties
(see Section 4.3). A line is an undirected graph,

ðli ; uÞ ¼
fmag
i

G ¼ ðV; EÞ;

fori
i ðli ; uÞ ¼

(6)

where the nodes V correspond to linelets and the edge E
indicates the connection between adjacent linelets (see
Fig. 6).
The conditional distribution is given by a Gibbs distribution of the angle in terms of potentials where the unary and
pairwise potential functions capture intrinsic properties
(Section 2.2) with regard to linelets,
(
)
X
X
1
g
exp
fi ðli ; uÞ þ
cij ðli ; lj ; uÞ þ f ðL; uÞ ;
pðujLÞ ¼
ZðuÞ
i2V
ij2E
(7)
where L ¼ fli gi2V denotes the nodes as a set of linelets and
ZðuÞ is a normalization constant. fi ðli ; uÞ is unary potential
formulated as,
mag
fi ðli ; uÞ ¼ flen
ðli ; uÞ þ fori
i ðli ; uÞ þ fi
i ðli ; uÞ:

(8)

We exploit properties of Section 2.2 to model each unary
potential,
flen
i ðli ; uÞ ¼

1
2

~
þ
jlenðli Þ  lenðlðuÞÞj

(9)

1
jt mag ðuÞ  E½dGmag ðli Þ j2 þ 
1
jt ori ðuÞ  E½dGori ðli Þ j2 þ 

;

(10)

(11)

where Gmag ðli Þ and Gori ðli Þ are the gradient magnitude
and orientation values of pixels of the linelet respectively.
dGmag ðli Þ denotes the difference values of the gradient
magnitude of adjacent pixels of li and dGori ðli Þ is the difference values from the gradient orientation. E½ is the
expectation value and  is a small constant to prevent
potentials from becoming infinite. flen ðli ; uÞ models the
property (i); it gives higher score having small length dif~
the length of a linelet
ference between lenðli Þ and lenðlðuÞÞ,
detected from an image and the length of a linelet constituting a line with the angle u respectively. fmag ðli ; uÞ models the property (v); it returns higher score when li has
the gradient magnitude distribution of its pixels similar
to that of true line segment of the angle u. In a similar
manner, fori ðli ; uÞ models the property (vi).
cij ðli ; lj ; uÞ is pairwise potential which exploits properties
(ii) and (iii),
8
>
< 1 if jlenðli Þ  lenðlj Þj  t len and
cij ðli ; lj ; uÞ ¼
jyðli Þ  yðlj Þj ¼ 1
>
:
0 otherwise:

(12)
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fg ðL; uÞ measures the fitness of u by a distance error,
,
f ðL; uÞ ¼ 1
g

!
1 X
dp ðL; li juÞ ;
M i2V

(13)

where dp ðL; li juÞ measures the perpendicular distance, the
distance between the center of li and L, as the average of
each linelet li ’s center, in the direction orthogonal to u.
The angle value ^u giving the highest probability (7) is
chosen as the angle of the line segment L,
^u ¼ arg maxu pðujLÞ:

(14)

Fig. 6 shows an illustration of the graphical model of a line
segment and its probability distribution calculated by (7).

3

PROBABILISTIC LINE SEGMENT VALIDATION

We now develop a probabilistic model which we used to
determine whether a detected line is a true positive or not.
This model uses cues from the gradient magnitude and orientation (the property v and vi of Section 2.2). This proposed validation step is novel since it gives result as a
probability of being true positive. This probabilistic result
can be exploited by other applications in a richer way. For
example, vanishing point detection [5], [6], [7] or perceptual
organization [8], [9] can formulate the goal by taking each
line segment’s probability, as a weight, into account.
HT [10] generates false positives from non-line objects
such as a tree (see Fig. 2). LSD [16] solves this problem by
calculating a Number of False Alarm score to measure
whether a line segment is a meaningful alignment by taking
the Helmholtz principle [17]. However, it sometimes
removes not only false positives but also true positives
located on complex regions such as a facade (see Fig. 2).
To overcome limitations of previous methods, we propose a probabilistic cue integration method, which exploits
intrinsic properties of line segments, to judge whether a line
segment is detected from true line segment or not (see
Fig. 7). The probability is calculated by a mixture of experts
model. Each cue is reformulated by a likelihood density
given by a Gaussian, and a prior is considered as the length
of line, using Bayes theorem. In principle, we consider it
likely that a line segment is detected from true line segment
when it holds intrinsic properties. For other case, it measures how it is likely that a line segment is from random
noise. As a cue, we consider gradient magnitude (the property v) and orientation (the property vi), since other properties will be considered during linelet detection (Section 4.1)
in advance. The remaining part of this section will describe
details.
For a line segment Li , with its observation Oi , e.g., gradient magnitude Gmag and orientation Gori , we define a binary
random variable fi ,

fi ¼

fiþ
fi

if Li is a true positive
otherwise:

(15)

We then estimate the probability P ðfiþ jOi Þ to determine
whether Li is detected from a true line segment. We use a
mixture of experts model inspired by [26],

Fig. 7. Illustration of validation results on the image #22. For each
detected line segment, the probability of being true positive is colored,
from zero (dark red) to one (white). Note that false positives detected
from the tree at the right side (B) have low ( < 0:5) probability, and then
are rejected. In the meanwhile, line segments detected from true lines
(A) have high ( 0:5) probability (best seen in color).

P ðfiþ jOi Þ ¼

X

P ðfiþ ; ck jOi Þ

k

¼

X

P ðfiþ jOi ; ck ÞP ðck jOi Þ;

(16)

k

where ck 2 ðmag; oriÞ. For each cue, P ðfiþ jOi ; ck Þ is formulated using Bayes theorem,
P ðfiþ jOi ; ck Þ ¼

þ
þ
i;k P ðfi jck Þ
;
þ
þ

i;k P ðfi jck Þ þ 
i;k P ðfi jck Þ

(17)

pðOi jfi ; ck Þ are the likelihood densities given
where 
i;k

fi and ck . Additionally, we use a cue-independent prior,
P ðfi jck Þ ¼ P ðfi Þ, and determine this prior based on the
length of line segment. The remaining parts will describe
each component.

3.1 Likelihood Densities
We model the likelihood density of each cue, the gradient
magnitude and orientation, as a normal distribution. Both
likelihoods are determined from the pixels of linelets of a
line segment,




i;k ¼ pðOi jfi ; ck Þ ¼ N ðE½dOi ; t k ðuÞ; s k Þ;

(18)

where k 2 ðmag; oriÞ. dOi is fdGmag ðli Þg for the gradient magnitude and fdGori ðli Þg for the gradient orientation. For true
positive, t þ
k ðuÞ is set as j tan ðuÞj (Section 2.2). For other case,
ðuÞ
is
learned
from a set of images made of random noise.
t
k
p
ðuÞ,
for true positive, s þ
Similar to t 
k
k is set as 0.36 ( 9 ). For

other case, s k is learned from a set of images made of random noise (details will be discussed in Section 6.1).

3.2 Prior
We model the prior P ðfi Þ as a logistic function with regard
to the length of a line segment,
P ðfiþ Þ ¼

1
1

eajLi jb

;

(19)
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(a)
Fig. 8. Illustration of the linelet detection process. (From left to right) an
input image, the gradient magnitude, non-maximal suppression (NMS
ðGmag ; “vertical”Þ) result, and linelets detected (and color coded). Note
that, in the gradient magnitude, dark color means low value and bright
color high value (best seen in color).

(b)

where jLi j is the length of line segment Li , the Euclidean
distance between two end points. Parameters a and b are
learned from a set of images made of random noise (details
will be discussed in Section 6.1).

(d)

3.3 Cue Integration
We integrate line segment decisions from different cues
using a mixture of experts model, which enables us to control
the influence of each cue and adapt it to the information contained in each line (details will be discussed in Section 6.1).

4

LINE SEGMENT DETECTION AND AGGREGATION
FRAMEWORK

This section gives a global picture of the line segment detection framework and aggregation algorithm (Fig. 3).

4.1 Linelet Detection
Linelet detection is done similar to edge [25]. First the gradient magnitude Gmag and orientation Gori of an input image
I are calculated,


Gmag




@I @I
1 @I @I
;
; Gori ¼ tan
=
:
¼
@x @y
@y @x

(20)

We exploit the fourth property (iv of Section 2.2); nonmaximal suppression is adapted in orthogonal direction,
ver
horizontally or vertically. As a result, Ghor
mag and Gmag are
generated,
Ghor
mag ¼ NMSðGmag ; “vertical”Þ
ver
Gmag ¼ NMSðGmag ; “horizontal”Þ;

(c)

4.2 Line Segment Detection
Fig. 3 shows an illustration of the proposed line segment
detection framework. Each step is processed as follows,

First, linelets are detected from the non-maximal
suppressed gradient magnitude (21), which is calculated from an input image (20).
Linelets are connected to their neighbors satisfying
the intrinsic properties (ii) and (iii) of Section 2.2
until no linelet meeting the condition is found.
The angle is estimated for lines by finding u which
gives the highest probability (14).
Each line segment is validated by calculating the
probability of current line segment being detected
from true line segment (16) (Section 3),
P ðfiþ jOi Þ > P ðfi jOi Þ:

(22)

Note that horizontal linelets are only connected to other horizontal linelet, and same for vertical linelets. Also, xðli Þ, the x
value of li is considered in (5) to connect vertical linelets in (b)
and (12) to calculate pairwise potential.

4.3 Line Segment Aggregation
Due to noise, sometimes the step (b) of Section 4.2 fails to
connect adjacent linelets of the same line segment. To
resolve this limitation, we propose an aggregation method
to improve detection results by connecting disjoint line segments that probably came from the same line.
In principle, an aggregated one should be more plausible
than each of its parts. We assess the plausibility by considering the perpendicular distance between centers in the direction orthogonal to the line, the difference in angles, the
distance between endpoints, the response to the true positive test and, finally, the kurtosis of the distribution of
angles along the lines.
(a)

For each line segment Li , we find aggregation candidates Lcand ¼ fLj g satisfying conditions,
dp ðLi ; Lj jui Þ  t p ;

(21)

where NMSðGmag ; “vertical”Þ conducts non-maximal suppression in vertical direction on Gmag . For example, this
function suppresses a pixel Gmag ðx; yÞ unless it has the
maximum value among its neighbors Gmag ðx  1; yÞ. In
other words, NMSðGmag ; “vertical”Þ breaks connection
between pixels connected in vertical direction, thus results
in pixels aligned horizontally. Next, a set of linelets is
detected as connecting pixels having non-zero value in
one direction (3). For example, a set of lhor is detected by
finding horizontally connected pixels from Ghor
mag , and simihor
larly lver in vertical direction from Gver
mag . It is likely that l
ver
and l of length 1 are detected from the same pixel. For
this case, we drop lver unless it belongs to a bigger cluster
(see the second step of Section 4.2). Fig. 8 illustrates the
linelet detection process.
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(b)

(23)

da ðui ; uj Þ  t a ;

(24)

dl ðLi ; Lj Þ  maxðflenðlik ÞgÞ

(25)

where ui is the angle of Li estimated by (14).
dp ðLi ; Lj jui Þ returns the perpendicular distance, the
distance between the centers of Li and Lj , in the
direction orthogonal to ui . da ðui ; uj Þ returns the angle
difference between two line segments. dl ðLi ; Lj Þ
returns the shortest distance between end points of
each line, and maxðflenðlik ÞgÞ denotes the length of
the longest linelet of Li .
Lj is aggregated with Li if the aggregated Li0 passes
the validation test (Section 3) and the distribution of
angles along the aggregated is more centered, that is
higher kurtosis,
P ðfiþ0 jOi0 Þ > P ðfi0 jOi0 Þ;

(26)

Kurt½pðujLi0 Þ > Kurt½pðujLi Þ

(27)

where i0 ¼ ði; jÞ, and Kurt½pðujLi0 Þ calculates the kurtosis of the distribution of angles corresponding to the
linelets in a line. The intuition is that a good line has a
more centered distribution of angles (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. An example of aggregation of Li and Lj (left) and the probability
distribution (right). The aggregated line segments is more plausible, thus
has a peakier probability distribution than before (see text for more
details, best seen in color).

4.4 Complexity of the Proposed Framework
The most time-consuming steps of the proposed method are
detecting linelets and grouping linelets which have compu2
2
Þ and OðNlinelet
Þ respectively,
tational costs that are OðNpixel
where Npixel is the number of pixels and Nlinelet is the number of linelets. On average, in Matlab implementation, the
proposed method takes one minute per image of 640 480
pixel resolution.2

5

THE YORKURBAN-LINESEGMENT DATASET

We now discuss the novel dataset that we construct and use
for evaluation. As we mentioned in Section 1, visualization
or testing on synthesized images [12], [13], [16] have been
mainly used for evaluation due to difficulties of getting
accurate ground truth [21]. However, we believe that it is
more relevant to evaluate on real images, although there
could be small ground truth inaccuracy, because they
include more complex and various situations of the real
world such as illumination change, texture, noise, or blurry
effect compared to synthesized ones.
For this purpose, we propose the YorkUrban-LineSegment, as a new benchmark dataset. We built a web based
line segment annotation system (Fig. 10) and annotated
line segments on 102 images of 640 480 pixel resolution
from the YorkUrban dataset [22], which has been used
for evaluating vanishing point estimation performance
[5], [6], [7]. Similar to PASCAL Context dataset [27], we
wanted to guarantee the highest accuracy of line
segments.
Annotation was performed intensely by three in-house
annotators. To let them have an idea of how to annotate,
two or three examples were shown in advance. Some
line segments were too ambiguous to annotate, mainly
due to them being too densely located or because blurring effects. In this case, we encouraged annotators to
use a zooming function (Fig. 10). Our annotation effort
took about two months, around three hours per image.
Finally, we obtained around 680 line segment annotations per image—there are around 120 annotations per
image in the original dataset. Fig. 11 shows the distribution of line segment annotation with regard to the length
and angle. Most of line segments (around 80 percent)
have less than 50 pixel length with near horizontal (0 or
p) or vertical (p2 or  p2 ) angle.
2. Please note that current implementation is written in unoptimized
code. When tested on bigger size images, the time cost increases
exponentially.

Fig. 10. Screenshots of our annotation system. Annotators can use a
zoom in or out function when line segments are densely located (top) or
ambiguous from the original resolution due to blur effect or small gradient changes (bottom) (best seen in color).

To our best knowledge, there has been no method of line
segment detection that demonstrated its detection accuracy
numerically on real images. This is the first dataset providing line segment annotations on real images. One might criticize that the number of the images is relatively small
compared to those of existing benchmark dataset such as
PASCAL VOC [28] and ImageNet [29]. However, we believe
that the size of line segment instances, around 70 k, is
enough to evaluate performance.

5.1 Annotation Results Analysis
We found several interesting points, which are closely
related to our evaluation criterion, from the annotations: i)
annotators tended to connect separated line segments (the
top row of Fig. 12). This phenomenon can be well described
by the study of human’s visual perception such as imaginary triangle from Kanizsa’s studies [30]. ii) Annotators
approximated curves, such as ellipses and circles, by a
series of line segments. They start from the longest line segment, then go to the next longest one, and so on. iii) The distribution of annotation (Fig. 11) represents characteristics of
urban images, i.e., most of urban images have Manhattan
structure [31].

6

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
method Linelet and compare it to existing methods: Hough
Transform [24], Progressive Probabilistic Hough Transform
[11], Line Segment Detector with a false positive control [16],

Fig. 11. Distribution of length (column) and angle (row) of the line segment annotation. The number in each cell means the percentage.
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TABLE 1
Performance of Methods on the YorkUrban-LineSegment
Dataset with Regard to Two Conditions, Con1 and Con2
Method

AP

AR

IOU

F-score

Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2

Fig. 12. Annotation examples: Over partial occlusion (the top row) and
curved structures (the bottom row). Both examples are of different resolution (best seen in color).

LSD improved (LSDi),3 and Edge Drawing algorithm
(EDLines) [18]. We used the implementation of HT and PPHT
provided by the OpenCV [32]. For LSD, LSDi, and EDlines,
we used the implementation provided by the authors.

6.1 Implementation Details
We implemented the proposed algorithm in a MATLAB
environment. In order to reduce noise effect, after applying
the Sobel operator, pixels with gradient magnitude less
than 10 are ignored.
Parameters of the proposed method are set as follows:
For linelet grouping (Section 4.2), the linelet length difference threshold t len is 3. In order to learn parameters for validating line segments (Section 3), we generated a set of
images of 200 200 pixel size where each pixel is uniformly
sampled from 0 to 255 in gray scale; line segments are
detected from these images without the proposed validation
step, then parameters of models are estimated by taking the
mean. As a result, for likelihood densities of being false pos
itive in (18), t 
mag is 0.94 and s mag is 0.36 for gradient magni

tude; t ori is 1.08 and s ori is 0.82 for gradient orientation. For
the prior probability of being true positive in (19), a is 20.63
and b is 0.2; thus P ðfi Þ ¼ 1  P ðfiþ Þ. For cue integration in
(16), we set a uniform value, i.e., P ðck jOi Þ ¼ K1 where K is
the number of cues, gradient magnitude and orientation,
thus 2 in this paper. For aggregating line segments,
the perpﬃﬃﬃ
pendicular distance threshold t p in (23) is 2 and the angle
threshold t a in (24) is p4 .
Parameters for other methods are set as follows: For HT,
connecting near line segment threshold t gap is 5. For PPHT,
the threshold minimum gain, number of pixels contribute,
t gain is 30, and t gap is same as HT. For LSD, LSDi, and
EDLines, we used the same setting in the provided code.
6.2 Quantitative Comparison
As we mentioned in Section 5.1, numerical evaluation is
complicated since sometimes an annotation contains imaginary lines connecting separated ones (Fig. 12) where it is
likely that detection methods predict as separated ones. The
opposite situation also occurs—separated annotations on a
single line where detection methods predict as a single one.
Thus, we use the average of precision (AP), average of recall
(AR), intersection over union (IOU) [28], and F-score over
all images. The evaluation is processed as follows,
3. The authors of [16] provide the improved version of LSD. This
further divides a line-support region on curves, thus results better fitted
lines while the original version detects a single line.

HT
PPHT
LSD
LSDi
EDLines
Linelet

1)

0.11
0.10
0.34
0.32
0.22
0.34

0.17
0.13
0.38
0.38
0.26
0.39

0.06
0.19
0.36
0.34
0.23
0.45

0.08
0.27
0.41
0.40
0.27
0.52

0.06
0.28
0.32
0.33
0.21
0.41

0.08
0.13
0.35
0.33
0.22
0.39

0.11
0.18
0.39
0.39
0.26
0.45

For each ground truth Lgt , find a set of predictions
fLp g satisfying following condition,
dp ðLgt ; Lp jugt Þ  dist
da ðugt ; up Þ  ang

2)

0.09
0.33
0.34
0.36
0.24
0.43

(28)
(29)

where ugt and up are the angle of Lgt and Lp respectively. dp ð; jÞ denotes the perpendicular distance
same as (23) and da ð; Þ the angular difference same
as (24).
fLp g is considered as correct when its intersection
with the ground truth Lgt is equal to or greater than
area ,
Lgt \ fLp g
Lgt

area :

(30)

We set thresholds to consider a detection as valid. dist is
p
(¼ 5 ). In order to consider the per1 (pixel) and ang is 36
centage of area, we set two values for area : 0.75 and 0.5. Putting all together, area with 0.75 sets the first condition
(Con1 ), and area with 0.5 sets the second condition (Con2 ).
Note that these conditions are tight when considering the
fact that the goal is to predict line segments with tiny center
(1 pixel) distance and angle (5 degree) difference. Therefore,
it is likely that many of detection results are counted as false
positives (low AP). Nevertheless, we set such a tight conditions, otherwise it is likely that detections predicted for
other ground truth are counted as correct.
Performance of methods on the YorkUrban-LineSegment
dataset are summarized in Table 1. For both conditions, Linelet outperforms other methods in all categories. Compared to
ours, only LSD and LSDi achieve compatible performance in
AP and F-score categories. LSD (and LSDi) and Linelet could
achieve higher AP compared to others due to exploiting their
own validation method to prune false positives. In terms of
AR, however, Linelet outperforms LSD by around 0.1 for both
conditions. This implies that the proposed validation step
prunes false positives successfully while keeping true positives, where some of them are pruned by LSD (see Section 6.4
for a further analysis). PPHT and EDLines get similar scores
in AR, but EDLines outperforms in other categories. Since
EDLines also exploits the Helmholtz principle for validation,
it could achieve better performance, in particular AP. HT
obtains the lowest score in all categories due to the lack of
proper line representation or its dependency on edge detectors while PPHT copes with these limitations to a certain
extent by taking a false positive control step.
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TABLE 2
Performance of Methods on the Original YorkUrban Dataset with
Regard to Two Conditions, Con1 and Con2
Method

AP

AR

IOU

F-score

Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2

Fig. 13. Average recall with regard to the length (left) and the angle
(right) of the ground truth. Each figure shows the performance of each
method as a 3D histogram. The x axis denotes the range of value, length
(left) and angle (right). The y axis denotes evaluated methods and the z
axis recall score. For each range, e.g., 0 to 50 pixel of the left figure, a
method having the highest score is highlighted with the green diamond
(best seen in color).

Fig. 13 further analyzes the performance of all methods
with regard to the length (left) and the angle (right) of the
ground truth under Con1 . According to the distribution of
the ground truth (Fig. 11), most of them have line length
less than 50 pixel and angles around 90 and 0 degree.
Including these groups, i.e., bins of the histogram, the proposed method achieves the highest score for the most of
groups. With regard to the length, Linelet performs better
than other methods except the last two groups, lines of
length 600 or 650 pixel. Note, however, that the proportion
of these groups is small (around 0.004 percent) compared to
others. With regard to the angle, Linelet outperforms other
methods except 40 and 120 degree groups. Our analysis on
the performance decrease in these groups is that linelets of 1
pixel in length are vulnerable to noise since they probably
alternate between vertical and horizontal. In the meanwhile,
LSD and LSDi perform better since the line-support region
generation step handles this situation by clustering pixels of
similar gradient orientation.
We conducted an additional experiment to see how methods perform on the original YorkUrban dataset. Table 2

HT
PPHT
LSD
LSDi
EDLines
Linelet

0.05
0.03
0.11
0.10
0.05
0.16

0.08
0.55
0.13
0.13
0.07
0.19

0.07
0.16
0.28
0.25
0.15
0.53

0.11
0.24
0.33
0.32
0.19
0.64

0.10
0.36
0.34
0.34
0.16
0.68

0.15
0.44
0.38
0.39
0.20
0.70

0.06
0.06
0.16
0.14
0.08
0.25

0.09
0.09
0.19
0.18
0.11
0.30

summarizes the result. Note that the number of line annotations in the original YorkUrban dataset is relatively small
compared to the YorkUrban-LineSegment dataset, 120 versus
680 annotations per image. Overall, the result is similar to the
YorkUrban-LineSegment dataset (Table 1). Due to a smaller
number of annotations, AP decreases for all methods, e.g.,
0.34 to 0.16 for Linelet. One interesting observation is that AR
of the proposed method increased significantly while AR of
others decreased. This is probably due to the fact that length
of lines annotated in the original dataset is longer than the
new dataset, thus causing a low overlapping ratio (29) which
leads to low AR score. For this reason, the proposed method
achieves highest AR because of the aggregation step.

6.3 Qualitative Comparison
Figs. 14 and 15 show the detection results on the image #22
and #48 of the proposed dataset respectively. Note that
methods having their own validation step (LSD, LSDi,
EDLines, and Linelet) do not generate false positives from
the trees. However, HT and PPHT generate a number of
false positives, and this results in low AP scores (Table 1).
For complex regions, such as facades and windows, our
proposed method detects more ground truth than the other

Fig. 14. Line segment detection results on the image #22 of the dataset. On the tree, HT and PPHT, predict a number of false positives while methods
having a validation step, LSD, LSDi, EDLines, and Linelet, successfully reject most of them. On the facade, HT fails to detect most of line segments
(note that the result will vary for different parameter settings) while other methods do not. LSD, LSDi, and EDLines detect few of line segments from
the facade because most of true positives are rejected by the Helmholtz principle. PPHT detects a number of false positives with some of true positives due to a connection step while the proposed method detects most of true positives.
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Fig. 15. Line segment detection results on the image #48 of the dataset. Similar to Fig. 14, HT and PPHT predict a number of false positives from the
trees and grass region. LSD, LSDi, and EDLines detect most of line segments from the facades. However, compared to the proposed method, they
miss some details, such as vertical and horizontal line segments on the left building.

Fig. 16. Line segment detection results on a noisy edge image (Gaussian noise with s ¼ 50). Note that under the presence of strong noise, only Linelet and LSD detect the true edge as a set of fractions while HT and EDLines generate many false positives.

methods, along with the Helmholtz principle. Results are
summarized in Table 3. Note that LineletnVnA means the proposed method without both validation and aggregation step,
LineletVnA without aggregation step, LineletnVA without validation step, and LineletVA with both validation and aggregation step. Also note that results reported in Section 6.3 are
of LineletVA . LineletHA denotes our method modified to use
the Helmholtz principle for validation by applying it to the
results obtained by LineletVA . Note that the Helmholtz

methods. As described in Section 2.2, the Helmholtz principle [17] adopted by LSD, LSDi, and EDLines, rejects not
only false positives but also true positives in complex
regions. In particular, for the image #22 (Fig. 14), most of
line segments on the facade were rejected by the Helmholtz
principle while our proposed method relatively detects
well. This implies that our proposed validation method
exploiting the intrinsic properties of line segments (Section
2.2) is a better one. Fig. 16 shows the detection results on a
pure noisy image. Under the presence of strong noise, only
Linelet and LSD detect the true edge as a set of fractions;
Linelet makes a few false positives. In the meanwhile, HT
and EDLines generate many false positives.
Conclusively, the proposed method predicts more ground
truth accurately while allowing small false positives. But,
we argue that other applications such as vanishing point
estimation can prune out short line segments, which are probably false positives. Thus, they still can be benefited. By analogy, for edge detection, it is better to detect too many edges
than too few.

LineletnVnA
LineletVnA
LineletnVA
LineletVA

0.22
0.30
0.26
0.34

0.27
0.36
0.30
0.39

0.44
0.40
0.48
0.45

0.54
0.49
0.56
0.52

0.46
0.42
0.44
0.41

0.48
0.45
0.45
0.43

0.29
0.34
0.34
0.39

6.4

LineletHA

0.45

0.53

0.33

0.39

0.32

0.35

0.38 0.45

Analysis of the Proposed Validation and
Aggregation Methods
We conducted four additional experiments to analyze the
influence of the proposed validation and aggregation

TABLE 3
Performance of the Proposed Method on the
YorkUrban-LineSegment Dataset with Regard to
the Influence of the Validation and Aggregation Methods
Method

AP

AR

IOU

F-score

Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2 Con1 Con2
0.36
0.42
0.39
0.45

Note that “V” and “A” denote the proposed validation and aggregation step
respectively. “n” denotes “not exploited” and “H” the Helmholtz principle
used in LSD.
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Fig. 17. Illustration of the effect of the validation and aggregation methods on (from top to bottom row) image #70, #80, #84, and #90. “V” denotes validation and “A” aggregation. “nV” denotes that validation method is not used and “nA” means that aggregation method is not used. “HA” denotes the
Helmholtz principle is used in our method for validation. Note that the validation process rejects most of false positives, in particular those on trees.
Compared to others, LineletHA seems to favor lines located on clear boundaries.

principle applied to our method is different from LSD. In
LSD, it is applied to line-support regions. In the meanwhile,
in our experiment, it is applied to line segments, i.e., pixels
constituting their linelets. We will first analyze the influence
of the proposed validation and aggregation step, then compare with the Helmholtz principle.
The proposed validation step increases the AP by 0.08 in
Con1 and 0.09 in Con2 , LineletnVnA to LineletVnA and LineletnVA to LineletVA . However, in average, it also decreases
the AR by 0.035 in Con1 and 0.045 in Con2 . The decrease in
IOU is around 0.02 for both conditions. Note that the
decrease in AR is reduced when the aggregation method is
adopted: In LineletnVnA to LineletVnA case, the decrease is
0.04 while 0.03 in LineletnVA to LineletVA case. The aggregation method increases AR by 0.045 in average.
Taking the Helmholtz principle as the validation step of
the proposed method (LineletHA ) increases AP by 0.11 in
Con1 and 0.14 in Con2 , but also decreases AR by 0.12 in
Con1 and 0.13 in Con2 . It looks like the proposed validation
step and the Helmholtz made a fair trade-off between AP
and AR, thus same F-score. Nevertheless, the proposed
method achieves higher IOU. Fig. 17 compares detection
results of five methods on some images of the new dataset.
Note that the proposed validation step successfully removes
false positives while keeping true positives. The aggregation
step connects line segments close to each other while keeping them plausible. As summarized in Table 3, LineletVA
and LinetletHA make a trade-off between precision and
recall: The Helmholtz seems to favor a line to be located on
a clear boundary in images, thus achieving high AP, while
the proposed validation step tries to consider both clear and
ambiguous ones.

6.5 Discussion
We conclude that exploiting intrinsic properties of line segments is useful. Experimental results demonstrated that our
proposed method can detect more line segments accurately,
with a small portion of false positives and false negatives,
compared to other methods.
The results of HT and PPHT look bad compared to other
methods.4 However they work well when the length of a
target line is long enough with a strong edge response, e.g.,
outer shapes of buildings (Fig. 14). In the meanwhile, the
results of LSD, LSDi, and EDLines, exploiting the Helmholtz principle as a validation step, look similar to those of
the proposed method except for some failure on details.
This demonstrates that the principle rejects some true positives while the proposed validation step does not. The
Helmholtz principle is certainly attractive theoretically. It
can be adopted to a large range of detection applications
where the detection can be described in terms of the alignment of primitives, such as pixels in LSD. On the other
hand, the proposed validation step is only designed for line
segment. Compared to theoretically constructed LSD, ours,
like most computer methods, has no bounds and instead is
evaluated on benchmarked datasets.
Our proposed validation step has several advantages: i)
the probability of being a true positive can be exploited by
other applications such as vanishing point detection [5], [6],
[7] or perceptual organization [8], [9], in a way that the goal
of each method can be formulated by taking each line
segment’s probability, as a weight, into account. ii) This measure can be used to analyze a group of images so that one can
4. Note that the results will vary for different implementation.
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judge whether they were taken from urban cities. Additionally, the aggregation step of the proposed method resembles
human visual process to a certain degree, e.g., perceiving of
an imaginary triangle from Kanizsa’s drawing [30], in the
sense that separated line segments having similar properties
are likely to be connected (i.e., a grouping process).

[8]

[9]
[10]

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, linelets were proposed to represent intrinsic
properties of line segments in digital images using an undirected graph. Based on these properties, a probabilistic validation measure was presented. A line segment detection
framework with an aggregation method was described and
its performance was evaluated numerically and visually.
For numerical evaluation, we constructed the YorkUrbanLineSegment dataset, which took several months to label, as
a benchmark. To the best of our best knowledge, this is the
first benchmark dataset for line segment annotations on real
images. We demonstrated that the proposed detection
method is more accurate than other state-of-the-art methods. As a future work, we plan to extend linelet to represent
more geometric shapes such as ellipses, and other applications such as vanishing point estimation.

[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]
[16]

[17]
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